The Tyrant 0.6 Walkthrough
How to become a gangmember?
- Meet with Davide and Bruce at 8pm at the front door (answer doesn‘t matter)
- Meet with them again at 9pm in the living room to get the a package. (You can
reveice more packages from him when you repeat the event on other days).
- Deliver the package at 7am or 8am on tuesday or thursday at the subway
(You need to deliver 2 packages)
- Go then again at 9pm in the living room to become a gang-member.
Nicole
Her corruption and love paths share in the beginning, so it doesn‘t matter which
choices you made there (only when you need to collect points for later events –
corruption or love).
- Take Nicole to her first date on the weekend. (Only once is needed for further
progression). You can have different outcomes depending on your corruption/love
points, so repeat it to see all.
- Talk with Nicole at 10pm in the living room, then you can enter the basement at
11pm and meet her there. (This event is repeatable). [Give her the drug to reveal a
secret].
Corruption path:
- Do her second event in the basement at the weekend.
Love path:
- Do her second date at the weekend.
- After that and with enough points (and for some the right outfit) you fulfilled the
requirements for her daily interactions.
Clothing system for Nicole:
You can buy her outfits in the shop (on your phone). Then give her the oufit at 12am
in dining room (gift option). Then she‘ll wear it at home until 6pm and you can get
some new interactions (with the babydoll and the robe at the moment). You can also
change the outfits back with the buttons in your room.

Alexis
Her corruption and love paths share in the beginning, so it doesn‘t matter which
choices you made there (only when you need to collect points for later events –
corruption or love).
Showing her porn (needed for later actions):
- 1pm dining room: Help her with her homework and choose the corruption option.
Then go to your room before 5pm and set up porn. Do the event with her at 5pm at
your room.
- 10pm Alexis room: Here you can show her also porn.
- Go with her on the first date at the weekend. (Only once is needed for further
progression). You can have different outcomes depending on your corruption/love
points, so repeat it to see all. (Also they‘re different actions possible on her
corruption path when you show her BDSM or anal porn 4 times before).
Love path:
- Go with her on her second date at the weekend. (50+ love points are needed).
-Meet with her in the kitchen at 8am and you‘ll set a time to meet with her in the
basement (You need to be a gangmember, have no red relationship and for love 50+
points | corruption 30+ points).
Cassandra:
Her corruption and love paths share in the beginning, so it doesn‘t matter which
choices you made there (only when you need to collect points for later events –
corruption or love).
- Go with her to her first date at the weekend. (Only once is needed for further
progression). You can have different outcomes depending on your corruption/love
points, so repeat it to see all.
- Become a gangmember and meet her at the kitchen at 9am. You can go with her to
the basement then and do her first event.
- Meet her again at 9am in the kitchen to get a new corruption action in the
basement.
Love:
- Go with her on the second date on the weekend. You need 50+ love points and
more love then corruption points.

